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25 Campsites 

for Vans & RVs

on Mallorca

If you have purchased this e-book, you
already know that camping on

Mallorca is anything but easy. There
are hardly any official parking spaces.

No services at all. Wild camping is
forbidden and overnight stays in RVs
and vans are barely tolerated, but not

officially allowed.
 

Interestingly, there exists a
motorhome association in Mallorca.

Which tells you a lot about the
relationship between what is officially

allowed and what should be. The
parking and camping options

contained in this e-book are no official
campsites. Rather, they are

possibilities that we have found on our
travels over the years.



And that leads me to a very important
request: the spots you will find here

are no secrets, but they are not
mainstream either. And it would be
great if it stays that way. We are very

happy to share our knowledge.
However, the more crowded certain

great stops become, the more likely it
becomes that they may be closed to

motorhomes and vans sooner or later.
 

Therefore, use the knowledge you will
gain here wisely. Share photos of the

nature and the great beaches,
recommend our page, if you feel like,
but don't necessarily broadcast the

exact locations of these campsites to
the four winds. In your own interest
and also in the interest of those who

want to spend a great camping
holiday on Mallorca after you.

 



Please also bear in mind that when camping
on Mallorca, you are in a legal limbo. We have
never had any issues with the police at any
point. However, legal issues cannot be
completely avoided. It very much depends on
the different municipalities how campers are
treated. And even more so, how tense the
parking situation is in general at a certain
location.

 

Therefore, an important advice is not to show
off too much as a camper and not to take up
too much space in public. Especially where the
situation with cars and parking is already tight.
As long as you use common sense, show
respect to others and leave no trash behind,
you should be safe.



D E T A I L S

Price: free

Gastronomy: in the
village

Service: ohne

Views over the Sea

A wide area at the end of a
road with a vast view of the
open sea. There are only a
few houses whose
entrance should be
respected.

Due to the tight parking
situation, the place is only
accessible to residents
from May to October. After
the season, it is open to
everyone.

SANTANYÍ

O N  T H E  
C L I F F S

O F
C A L A  L L O M B A R D S

Location: 
Google Maps

N E A R B Y

Town of Santanyí

Fishermen's village Cala
Figuera

Chapel with a view

Nature Park Mondragó

Beach Caló des Moro

Rock arch Es Pontàs

P R O F I L E

Currentlynotavailable!

https://goo.gl/maps/DJwrTeNja3QRS5yn9
https://www.mallorcafuerkinder.de/mallorcas-suedosten-santanyi/
https://www.mallorcafuerkinder.de/cala-figuera-eisessen-mit-den-fischen/
https://www.mallorcafuerkinder.de/santuari-de-la-consolacio-santanyi/
https://www.mallorcafuerkinder.de/der-naturpark-von-cala-mondrago/
https://www.mallorcafuerkinder.de/strapazierter-geheimtipp-calo-des-moro/
https://www.mallorcafuerkinder.de/felsentor-es-pontas-mallorca/
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